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 "EXCELLENT!” I CRIED . . . 
"ELEMENTARY," SAID HE. 

 

In the last issue of Quaero JOURNAL I promised to 
conduct more research and report on one active 
investment management firm that purports to charge 
performance fees ONLY, i.e., NO FEES unless they 
outperform the passive benchmark set for their various 
fund options. A fascinating idea, I am sure you will 
agree, and I have conducted more research on the firm 
and the philosophy behind its pricing model. But I have 
changed my mind and decided to report my findings in 
the next issue of Quaero JOURNAL. In this issue I want 
instead to address the related, but broader topic of 
investment manager search. Doing so will set the stage 
for a closer look at the investment management firm 
that I have in mind. 
 

Look . . . if you think stock picking is tough, try 
picking investment managers! For thirty-four years, the 
major part of my investment career, I was engaged in 
the businesses of investment performance 
measurement and investment manager search for 
institutional investor clients in Canada, the United 
States and South Africa. Picking managers ain’t easy, 
and here’s why. Each year S&P Indexes Vs. 
Active Management (“SPIVA”) produces a report that 
examines the impact of fees on the performance of 
mutual funds and institutional managed accounts 
across equity and fixed income categories, using gross- 
and net-of-fees returns. It’s mostly numbers but if you 
love this stuff you can access their latest report here. Of 
their conclusions, here are the ones that I found most 
interesting and that shed some light on the challenges 
associated with picking active managers: 
• Over the 10-year horizon (ending 2017) …the 
majority of managers in 10 out of 17 (asset) categories 
underperformed their respective benchmarks. 
• Similar to findings in previous scorecards, more 
mutual fund managers underperformed than their 
institutional counterparts for all equity categories on a 
net-of-fees basis. 

HERE’S THE THING! 
Look . . . if you think stock 
picking is tough, try picking 
investment managers! Past 
performance is no guarantee 
of future results and 
sophisticated statistical 
analysis lends little more 
assurance. No one knows 
how a manager’s investment 
style will hold up in changing 
market conditions, nor even 
if the key players will remain 
a part of the team. What 
criteria could possibly serve 
as reliable clues to this 
mystery? 

 

 

 

 

 

 
“When you have eliminated 
the impossible, whatever 
remains, however improbable, 
must be the truth?” 

https://ca.spindices.com/documents/research/research-spiva-institutional-scorecard-how-much-do-fees-affect-the-active-versus-passive-debate-year-end-2017.pdf?mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiWmpGbFpEQTNZVGRoWlRJeCIsInQiOiJPM0NUeDl4MmtOOE1lNDVkdDBpR3QzOFpUSjJLVkhvanVGZWhteDNsT1pVRUREajZpUVdGY2JHVnFSTW9UXC93K1BuNXl2eHEyNmdHYUlqZVlycVYrR1Q1WTlFNnFiWGtVVlVhbjZiMTlXZ1NyQll6czNJbnRvcXQ4WHBsbmd0ZDEifQ%253D%253D
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• Over the past 10 years in the large-cap equity space, 89.51% of mutual fund managers 
and 58.78% of institutional accounts underperformed the S&P 500® on a net-of-fees 
basis. 

• Small-cap equity remains a challenging space for active managers. Over 80% of mutual 
funds underperformed the S&P SmallCap 600® (net- and gross-of-fees), while 81.61% 
of institutional accounts underperformed on a net basis in the past 10 years. The findings 
in the small-cap space help to dispel the myth that small-cap equity is an inefficient asset 
class that is best accessed via active management. 

• Institutional managers investing in international, international small-cap, and global 
equities fared the same as or better than their domestic counterparts against their 
respective benchmarks (see the chart below). 

Institutional Scorecard Year-End 2017: RESEARCH | SPIVA 15 
Report 6: Percentage of International Equity Funds Outperformed by Benchmarks 

 

FUND CATEGORY  BENCHMARK  10-YR 

Emerging Market Funds  S&P/IFCI Composite  31.58 

Global Funds  S&P Global 1200  33.90 
International Funds  S&P International 700  28.71 

Internat’l Small-Cap Funds  S&P Dev Ex-U.S. SC  14.63 

• Observations from previous SPIVA U.S. Scorecards also show that international small-
cap is one area of international equity investing in which active management has fared 
quite well historically. 

Now, before you go jumping to all sorts of conclusions about the wisdom or folly of employing 
active managers, allow me this caveat, all too familiar to industry participants who are required 
to publish this statement alongside every performance report that they produce: 

“Past performance is no guarantee of future results.” 

This IS a fact; I won’t recite the studies that point to the surprising lack of correlation 
between past and future performance, but trust me, this is not fake news. Indeed, through those 
years (1975-87) when I was engaged in the performance measurement business I recall clearly 
that we witnessed 10-year periods when the majority of active managers in Canada outperformed 
their benchmarks and 10-year periods when the reverse was true. So the jury is still (and I think 
forever will be) out on the question of active versus passive management. But the SPIVA study 
makes quite clear that if you are going to pay fees for active investment management, you do need 
to be VERY careful about the manager you choose to do your bidding. And the odds, randomly 
speaking, of picking a manager who will outperform the assigned benchmark are not always in 
your favor. 

So how then, can you improve your odds? —a very good question, without a very good 
answer. But let me try. Here are some of the ideas we put to work in the years (1987-2009) when 
I was busy helping my clients sort out true from false in the wonderfully entertaining world of 
investment manager search. 

I think the first thing to understand about picking investment managers is that it is a subtle 
blend of art AND science, probably more art than science which, for most of us means that it is 
harder to articulate. Consultants traditionally sought clarity from investment managers on the 
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4P’s of Manager Search—Philosophy, Process. People and Performance. In-depth knowledge of 
the 4P’s it was thought, would expose gaps in the intellectual integrity, essential skill sets or 
organizational structure of considered firms and thus yield superior selection decisions. With time 
we learned that knowledge of the 4P’s is a NECESSARY but INSUFFICIENT condition for 
identifying the investment manager best suited to meet your needs. In fact, this chart, from a 
study at Emory University shows how poorly institutional investors were faring with their 
manager picks to 2004. 

 

In time, while maintaining the disciplinary framework of the 4Ps, we evolved a new 
construct placing much more emphasis on the PEOPLE equation. We understood that above all 
the job of manager picking was less an exercise in performance and statistical analysis than it was 
a study in human behavior requiring experience and judgment in that discipline. So we really 
needed to invest the time required to get to know the firm’s people much better; and we needed 
to be well acquainted with the firm’s leadership, its culture and the motivation of key 
personnel for their chosen profession. We needed to understand the rationale supporting the 
firm’s organizational and incentive structures. 

We found that this approach helped us to differentiate firms more clearly, one from 
another, based on what we considered more sustainable features of the firm. This was the “secret 
sauce” that set us apart from our competition in the manager search business. And we were 
successful, but to be clear, even our deeper, more studied approach to manager search could offer 
no guarantees. Human Behavior after all, is the domain of seasoned professionals in the 

behavioral sciences and even they often get it wrong. 
Manager search really is a subtle blend of art AND science, 
but if you intend to tackle the problem, start with a good 
appreciation for the firm’s leadership and culture. 

OUR HOPE: 

• WIN/WIN INVESTOR/MANAGER 
RELATIONSHIPS. 

• STRONG LEADERS, STRONG, 
HEALTHY CULTURES.  

 

  
Contact Us: 
 
Ralph Loader 
QUAERO Investment Solutions Inc. 
428 Strathcona Avenue 
Westmount, Quebec 
Canada H3Y 2X1 
(438) 386-3861 
ralphloader@quaeroinvest.com 
http://www.quaeroinvest.com 
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